
OUR MISSION 

The mission of The Lifehouse, 

Inc. (WV) is to provide a  

structured sober living  

environment for men  

overcoming alcoholism and 

substance abuse through a 

therapeutic community setting 

with peer accountability and 

program support.  

631 4th Street   

Huntington, WV 25701 (Main Office)    
         

Contact:     Raymond “Rocky” Meadows  

                    Executive Director 

Telephone:  (304) 416-5000 

Email:         info@thelifehousewv.com 

WWW.THELIFEHOUSEWV.COM 

 “It is a tree of life to those who 
take hold of it, and those who  
support it  are praiseworthy.”  

Proverbs 3:18 



           

            L-Leaving           H-Hoping 

            I-Inadequate           O-Our 

                          F-Felt           U-Unity 

                                                      E-Emotions           S-Serves    

                                                             E-Everybody 

WE believe that people can change. Our 

homes create an environment that facili-

tates change. The Lifehouse allows/

encourages a person to grow by nurturing 

an environment in which positive values 

and a change of views are pursued. Our 

environment enables the residents to stop 

living their lives based on emotions and 

begin managing their lives based on 

 decisions and principles. 

 

A lot of the residents have different moti-

vations in the beginning (i.e. consequences, 

probation, parole, courts, wife, children, 

family, etc.) It is our belief that it must  

become each individual’s idea along the 

way. Once a participated is honest, willing, 

and open-minded he can build on the foun-

dation of clean living to not only stay clean 

but have a joyous, happy and free life.  

 
I would have the elements of a way of living 

which answered all my problems  

BB pg. 13 

The Lifehouse, Inc. is  a voluntary   

fellowship which provides transitional   

housing away from drugs and  alcohol.   

We offer affordable, safe, clean and sober  

housing for all stages of recovery. It is a 

faith-based, self-help, peer awareness ap-

proach to recovery for men with alcohol-

ism and addiction(s).  The Lifehouse 

proudly provides an alcohol and drug free 

environment in which men overcoming  

substance abuse can live together in an 

organized and structured way. 

 

One of the main objectives that we focus 

on at The Lifehouse is to practice. We 

firmly believe that  RESPONSIBILITY 

INDICATES GROWTH. We believe by 

working and practicing their life skills 

while living out a new way of life 

(sobriety), our residents will be better 

equipped to move forward. Many partici-

pants still have child support, court fees, 

fines, driver’s license expenses, etc., that 

they are responsible for. We help each in-

dividual to become responsible for their 

behaviors and practice their new way of 

life with daily consistence. 

 

   OUR PHILOSOPHY WHO WE ARE 

We have come to accept responsibility for 

our emotions and behaviors. 

 

All of us have disappointed loved ones. 

 

We have also disappointed ourselves.  

 

We all know what it is like to feel afraid, 

hurt, helpless, lonely, and ashamed.  

 

 Perhaps the greatest agony we must over-

come is the realization that we have done 

this to ourselves. 

 

 As a result we need everyone's help; We 

need your awareness to gain insight that 

has eluded us in the past. 

 

 We need The Lifehouse to illuminate our 

issues so we can begin to be the healthy 

people we long to be.  

 

We must stand up for ourselves with cour-

age, hope, and perseverance. 

 

 This is real, this is life: my life, your life, 

our life. 

WHAT WE BELIEVE                        


